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Greetings All,
As the Dean of the University of South Alabama Graduate School and Chair of
the Alabama EPSCoR Steering Committee I have a unique perspective regarding
the support of graduate students in Alabama. Graduate students are essential in
performing cutting-edge research, enhancing the knowledge base, and assisting
long term economic development.
The Alabama Commission on Higher Education’s support of the Graduate
Research Scholars Program shows the world that Alabama values education,
research, and development of its most important resource, its people. By planting
the seeds of knowledge and experience today, the state is poised to reap benefits
in the future. Creating an environment where education and research are valued not only communicates
to industry that Alabama is the place to be; it provides a trickle-down effect to younger students; and
communicates to the world the value of being from our state.
Please take a few minutes to review the exciting scientific research being conducted by young people
supported by the Graduate Research Scholars Program. I am impressed with their knowledge, passion,
and creativity. My sincere thanks to the mentors who provide the leadership, share their knowledge and
challenge our young people to be their best. Thanks also the Alabama legislature for their vision in support
of the Graduate Research Scholars Program.
Most sincerely,

B. Keith Harrison, Ph.D.
Chair
Alabama EPSCoR Steering Committee
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Fueling Alabama Workforce Development for Future High Tech Economies
Dear Colleagues,
Before being appointed Alabama EPSCoR’s Executive Director in June 2007, I
served as a faculty member seeing firsthand the benefits of the Graduate Research
Scholars Program. Not only has the support assisted students in their educational
goals, but provided faculty researchers valuable support to hire quality students
into their programs. I’ve had an opportunity to visit each of the four National
Science Foundation Centers of Excellence in the state and witnessed much of the
work conducted by our graduate students. Bright, motivated graduate students
are essential to the progress and development of new technologies, additional
funding, and continued research potential.
I commend the talented faculty in our program who have shown exceptional
leadership in the selection of these students to participate in this first Graduate Research Scholars Program.
These students are setting an example for what we hope will be an established program for many years to
come. I wish to thank The Honorable Steve French for his support and particularly the Senator’s initiative
to be “a champion for research” in Alabama. I commend the Alabama legislators for their foresight in
approving this seed of growth for our state.
As you review the biographical sketches contained in this publication, I invite you to consider the
achievements and goals the Graduate Research Scholars Program has and will to continue to foster. If you
have any questions about these students, the Alabama EPSCoR program, or other ways we may promote the
development of research into economic development please contact me at ILA@AAMURI. AAMU.EDU or
256-372-8703.
Sincerely,

Daryush ILA, Ph.D.
Executive Director
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raduate students who represent the next
generation of researchers and innovators
are critical to the advancement of Alabama’s
high tech human resource capacity. To assist
our institutions of higher education in training
this next generation of scientists and engineers,
investments are required to attract the
brightest and best scholars who will contribute
to the state’s vision of
economic growth and
prosperity.

he quality of work generated by the first
two student cohorts was both cutting-edge
and novel. Based on the program’s success,
the State legislature approved an additional
appropriation of $1 million for FY 2007-2008.
This third cohort of graduate students was
selected from all EPSCoR programs sponsored
by the Ph.D. granting research Alabama EPSCoR
institutions. Thirty-three (33) students received
awards of $25,000.

E

ncouraged by the success of the program,
RII Center Directors have chosen to
leverage state funds with other research based
resources to supplement the GRSP and increase

T

o date, the Alabama
State Legislature
has appropriated $2
million
to
support
an initiative led by
Senator Steve French,
the Graduate Research
Senator French speaks at the 2007
Alabama EPSCoR Annual Meeting. Scholars
Program
(GRSP).
As a new
component of Alabama Experimental Program
to Stimulate Competitive Reserach, known as AL
EPSCoR, the program was funded at $1 million in
FY2006-2007. The first cohort of students was
admitted with initial funding of $500,000, and a
second cohort of students entered the program
when a conditional appropriation of $500,000
was released. The fifty-three (53) recipients of
the awards were graduate students associated
with the Centers of Excellence funded through
the National Science Foundation
Alabama
EPSCoR Research Infrastructure Improvement
(RII) award.

Dr. Elizabeth French, Bethany Harris, Dr. Frank Bartol,
and Erin Donovan reviewing student research.

Competitions encourage
collaboration... as well as inform
[people] about the outstanding
work performed.
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GRSP Application Process: Empowering Graduate Research

First Annual GRSP Student Competition

G

T

raduate students at any of the seven
member EPSCoR institutions involved
in sponsored research by NSF, DOE, NASA,
USDA, EPA, and DOD are eligible to apply for
awards by submitting to the campus coordinator a complete application and research proposal following program guidelines published
on the Alabama EPSCoR website. Participating institutions are: Alabama A&M University, Auburn University, Tuskegee University,
The University of Alabama, The University of
Alabama at Birmingham, The University of
Alabama in Huntsville, and the University of
South Alabama.

he first GRSP Student Competition was
held November 2007 as part of the National Science Foundation’s (NSF) EPSCoR Conference in Waikoloa, Hawaii. Students from
across the country were invited to participate
in this year’s themed conference: EPSCoR
Leadership for Scientific Innovation, Collaboration and Enculturation. The event brought
together all 27 EPSCoR jurisdictions to showcase their science, outreach, and educational/cultural enrichment activities. The event
provided an opportunity to network with top
scientists from around the country, to learn
about the latest cutting-edge research, and
encourage nationally competitive collaborations.

R

elevant research for the program includes
any academic discipline or field of study
that is concerned with or likely to improve
the understanding, assessment, development
and utilization of Science and Engineering.
This includes the physical, natural, and
biological sciences as well as the engineering
disciplines.

T

he GRSP program can potentially fund
up to 36 months of research through an
annual renewal process. To ensure that the
best scholars and research are always funded,
renewal of prior awards is not automatic
but is granted on the basis of satisfactory
performance, evidence of project viability, and
availability of funds. For more information
contact the GRSP Campus Coordinators or
go to the program website at http://alepscor.
ua.edu.

The GRSP Program is intended to reward the best and brightest
Graduate Researchers with grant money through a
competitive process.

Competition Encourages Collaboration

T

he Alabama Commission on Higher
Education (ACHE) strongly supports the
objective of the GRSP in meeting both EPSCoR
and State goals in the development of a
highly trained workforce to fuel the growth of
high technology companies in Alabama. To
this end, investing in our graduate students is
sound policy and the competitive grant process
is endorsed as a most effective mechanism
for the distribution of awards, for encouraging
collaboration between students and sponsors,
and informing the public about outstanding
work performed.
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Matthew Dodson, shown at right with Commissioner Tom Davis and Dr.
Elizabeth French of the ACHE staff, won first place with his poster on marine
inverterbrate wound repair.

A

pproximately 30 students from across the
State of Alabama were introduced to over
350 of the nation’s top research scientists,
policy makers, and university administrators.
Judges for the GRSP competition were:
Commissioner Tom Davis, Vice Chair of the
Alabama Commission on Higher Education
(ACHE), Dr. Elizabeth French, Director of
Institutional Effectiveness and Planning for
ACHE, Dr. Sandra Harpole, Vice President
Research, Mississippi State University, and Dr.
Michael Khonsari, Louisiana Board of Regents.
NSF EPSCoR Office Head, Dr. Henry Blount,
Program Managers Dr. Denise Barnes and Dr.
Edward Galindo were present to encourage
our students and their faculty. Cash awards
in the amount of $5,000 were granted. The
top three Platinum winners of the Competition
were:
atthew Dodson (Auburn University)
($1,000);
adiyah Nicole Green (University of
Alabama Birmingham) ($500); and
iranda Byrne (University of Alabama
Huntsville) ($500).

M
H
M

Hadiyah Nicole Green explains her second-place research poster on selective targeting for photodynamic therapy of malignant tumors to Dr. Denise
Barnes, NSF Program Manager.

Miranda Byrne, shown along with a Commissioner Tom Davis, won third place
with her research on selected targeting of proteins involved in DNA replication
from organisms that thrive in extreme environments.
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Round 3

T

o date, three cohorts of students have been funded. Recipients, along with their respective
programs, are identified in the roster below.1
Round 1

Round 2

Institution

GRSP Scholar

Center/Field of Study

Cong.
District*

Institution

GRSP Scholar

Center/Field of Study

Cong.
District*

AU

Larissa Parsley

CECST2/Biology

3

AU

Larissa Parsley

CECST/Biology

3

AU

Bethany Harris

CECST/Biology

6

AU

Bethany Harris

CECST/Biology

7

AU

Ke Jiang

CECST/Biology

3

AU

Ke Jiang

CECST/Biology

3

AU

Erin Donovan

CECST/Life Sciences

1

AU

Matt Dodson

CECST/Life Sciences

3

AU

Min Zhong

CECST/Biology

2

AU

Min Zhong

CECST/Biology

3

AU

Yu Xiang

CECST

3

UAB

Sai Santosh Bangalore

CECST

6

UAB

Deepak Kini

CECST/Engineering

7

TU

Ester Haugabrooks

CECST/Agricultural

3

Institution

GRSP Scholar

Center/Field of Study

Cong.
District*

AAMU

Fernando Calzzani

ACNM/Surface Enhanced Raman
Spectroscopy

5

AAMU

Renato Minamisawa

ACNM/Ion Beam Nanolithography

5

AAMU

Redahegn Sileshi

ACNM/UV Nanolithography

5

AAMU

Tiffany Frazier

ACNM/Surface Enhanced Raman
Spectroscopy

5

AAMU

Jean-Michel Taguenang

ACNM/UV Nanolithography

5

AU

Joyce Chen

Molecular Level Metabolic Interactions

3

AU

Sudhir Aluwalia

Ruminant Mastitis Associated with
Chlamydophilla App.

3

AU

Chengdong Huang

AU

Christina Booher

CECST/Calcium Availability and Bone
Resorption

3

AU

Erin Imsand

Study of Metalloprotien Cystiene
Dioxygenase

3

Structural Determination of C-terminal

os Stt3P

3

TU

Eunice Ndeqwa

CECST/Life Sciences

3

TU

Shantel King

CECST/Agricultural

3

AU

Johanna Cannon

CECST/Molecular Phylogenetics

3

AAMU

Kaye Knowles

CECST/Biology

5

AAMU

Renita Watkins

CECST/Molecular Biology

5

TU

Shaik Zainuddin

ACNM/Materials Science and Engineering

3

TU

Ivy Jones

ACNM3/Material Sciences

3

TU

Ivy Jones

ACNM/Material Sciences

3

TU

Nydeia Wright

ACNM/Materials Science and Engineering

3

TU

Merlin Theodore

ACNM/Material Sciences

3

TU

Mary Rogers

ACNM/Material Sciences

3

TU

Jessie Mayo, Jr.

ACNM/Materials Science and Engineering

3

AAMU

Jean Michel Taguenang

ACNM/Physics

5

AAMU

Jean Michel Taguenang

ACNM/Physics

5

TU

Tarig Hassan

ACNM/Materials Science and Engineering

3

AAMU

Bopha Chhay

ACNM/Material Sciences

5

AAMU

Bopha Chhay

ACNM/Material Sciences

5

TU

Tiffany Nelson

ACNM/Materials Science and Engineering

3

TU

Wanda Jones

ACNM/Material Sciences

3

TU

Wanda Jones

ACNM/Material Sciences

3

TU

Shoieb Shaik

ACNM/Electrical Engineering

3

UAB

Jonathan Williams

COSS4/Physics

7

UAB

Jonathan Williams

COSS/Physics

7

UA

H. Zhu

Chemistry, DOE Fuel Cells

7

UAB

No Soung Myoung

COSS/Physics

7

UAB

No Soung Myoung

COSS/Physics

7

UA

Wei Li

7

UAB

Changsu Kim

COSS/Physics

7

UAB

Changsu Kim

COSS/Physics

7

Chemical and Biological Engineering, DOE
Fuel Cells

UAB

Melissa Floyd

COSS/Chemistry

6

UAB

Samuel Owens

COSS/Chemistry

6

UA

Gihan Kwong

Chemical and Biological Engineering, DOE
Fuel Cells

7

UA

V.K. Eppakayala

COSS/Civil and Environmental Engineering

7

UA

Yuhao Lu

Metallurgical and Materials Engineering,
DOE Fuel Cells

7

UA

Chethan Acharya

Chemical and Biological Engineering, DOE
Fuel Cells

7

UAB

Andrew Gallian

COSS/Physics

7

UA

Jejal Reddy

COSS/Environmental Engineering

6

UA

Togawa Noburu

COSS/Environmental Engineering

7

UA

Noburu Togawa

COSS/Environmental Engineering

6

UA

Hunter Hyche

COSS/Environmental Engineering

7

UA

Humberto Rangel

COSS/Environmental Engineering

6

UA

Jejal Bathi

COSS/Environmental Engineering

7

UA

Raju Seeth

COSS/Engineering Education/COSS/EMAP

6

UA

Humberto Rangel

COSS/Environmental Engineering

7

UA

Brad Wilson

COSS/Environmental Engineering

6

UAB

Alan Martinez

COSS/Physics

6

UA

Sergio Fabi

COSS/Physics/COSS-EMAP6

7

UA

Kenya Goodson

COSS/Environmental Engineering

6

UAB

Justin Sheff

Not available at this time

6

UA

Kimberly Michael

COSS/Environmental Engineering

7

UAH

Miranda Byrne

EASBC/Bioengineering, Biology, Chemistry

5

UAB

Sam Hastings

Not available at this time

6

UAH

Miranda Byrne

EASBC5/Bioengineering, Biology, Chemistry

5

UAH

Randall Wilson

EASBC/Chemistry

4

USA

Brian Adams

EASBC/Biochemistry and Life Sciences

1

USA

Danalea Skarra

EASBC/Life Sciences, Biochemistry

1

UAB

Parimal Bapat

COSS/Physics/Nanoparticles for Biomedical
Applications

6

UAH

Randall Wilson

EASBC/Chemistry

5

UAB

David Johnson

EASBC/Biomedical Eng., Computer Sci.

6

UAB

Philip Veronse

Not available at this time

6

USA

Danalea Skarra

EASBC/Life Sciences, Biochemistry

1

UAH

Ronny Hughes

EASBC/Bioengineering, Chemistry, Life Sci.

5

UAH

Sarah Torgerson

EASBC

5

UAH

Li Qiu

EASBC

5

UAH

Emily Roth

EASBC

5

UAH

Amicia (Amy) Elliott

EASBC

5

UAH

Talitha Caudle

EASBC

5

USA

Samer Swedan

EASBC/Molecular Biology, lung virus and
immune system

1

UAB
UAH

David Johnson
Ronny Hughes

EASBC/Biomedical Eng., Computer Sci.
EASBC/Bioengineering, Chemistry, Life Sci.

6
5

Tables based on best available information at time of publication and may be subject to change.
Center for Environmental and Cellular Signal Transduction, Headed by Dr. Frank Bartol, Auburn University.
Alabama Center for Nanostructured Materials, Headed by Dr. Mahesh Hosur, Tuskegee University.
4
Center for Optical Sensors and Spectroscophies, Headed by Dr. Chris Lawson, University of Alabama at Birmingham.
5
Extended Alabama Structural Biology Consortium, Headed by Dr. Edward Meehan, University of Alabama in Huntsville.
6
Engineering Math Advancement Program, Headed by Dr. Kevin Whitaker, University
* Reported residence of students by Alabama Congressional District (2001).
1

2
3
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Advances in science when put to practical use mean more jobs, higher wages, shorter hours, more abundant
crops, more leisure for recreation, for study, for learning how to live without the deadening drudgery which
has been the burden of the common man for ages past. Advances in science will also bring higher standards
of living, will lead to the prevention or cure of diseases, will promote conservation of our limited national
resources, and will assure means of defense against aggression. But to achieve these objectives - to secure a
high level of employment, to maintain a position of world leadership - the flow of new scientific knowledge
must be both continuous and substantial.
Dr. VANNEVAR BUSH,
Office of Scientific Research and Development,
Washington, D. C.
July 1945

Promoting Leadership in Nano- and Biotechnology Research
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Graduate Research Scholars Program

Featured Research Scholars

M

uch of the focus of Alabama EPSCoR, and particularly the GRSP, is directed toward the
expansion of nano- and biotechnology research. Four research centers, the Extended

Alabama Structural Biology Consortium (EASBC), the Center for Environmental & Cellular
Signal Transduction (CECST), the Alabama Center for Nanostructured Materials (ACNM), and
the Center for Optical Sensors & Spectroscopies (COSS), have been established to advance
the development of new nano-structured materials; advanced optical sensing equipment and
techniques for environmental, biomedical, and national security uses; nano-engineering for
sensors and nano-materials; and macro- and micro-scale biological effects and responses due
to environmental stressors. These programs provide the research framework on-which the
GRSP sits.

“Alabama is targeting new industries in
Biotechnology, Robotics, Nanotechnology…New
designs are needed for our workforce development
to meet demands. Our economy is changing
moment-by-moment and we must be prepared and
agile enough to respond through collaborations of
as many possible participants.”
-Governor Bob Riley, 2007
Alabama Workforce Development Conference
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Developing Next Generation Nanomaterials for Medical and Space Applications

Bopha Chhay

Alabama A&M University

Alabama Center for Nanostructured Materials
Expected Graduation in 2008, Ph.D. Physics
bopha@cim.aamu.edu
Objective
To develop high temperature Glassy
Polymeric Carbon (GPC) based composites
that will enhance material properties for
space and medical applications.
Research Abstract
Glassy Polymeric Carbon (GPC) is a
type of polymer used in the production
of artificial heart valves, heat-shields
for space crafts, heat-exchangers, and
many other high-tech products developed
for the space and medical industries.
Manmade polymers, which are generally
long strands of combined molecules, used
in the manufacture of materials for a large
number of technological applications can

be made from GPC. Materials made from
GPC have been found to enhance the
mechanical properties. These properties
allow for both stronger and lighter weight
materials that can withstand extreme
environments. Therefore, GPC has been
very important to material processing for
aerospace industries. At AAMU, we are
researching how GPC can change both the
physical and mechanical properties of nano
“powdered” materials for making Carbon
Nano Tubes (CNT). Materials examined
through research have included Alumina
(Al2O3) and Silicon Carbide (SiC). These
new types of powered materials hold
great promise for expanding the ability of
designers to experiment with new shapes
and find new functions for future industrial
and high tech applications.
Future Plans
To study the toughness and bonding
properties of composites using various
types of materials introduced with GPC.
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Finding New Indicators for Testing the Health of Coastal Marine Life

Erin W. Donovan
Auburn University

Center for Environmental & Cellular Signal Transduction
Expected Graduation in 2009, Ph.D. Cell and Molecular Biology
donovew@auburn.edu
Objective
To determine whether ctenophore bacteria
found in Southeastern Gulf coastal
zones are: 1) related to each other; and
2) if populations vary in response to
environmental conditions such as salinity,
temperature and pollution. Identification
would make these abundant year round
bacteria ideal indicators of marine coastal
health.

on the DNA collected to reveal bacterial
physiology, behavior and structure. Of
the four ctenophore bacteria identified
to-date, three have been found to cause
diseases in marine organisms.
Thus,
these ctenophores may carry bacteria that
are pathogenic to game fish. A method is
being developed that will provide a fast and
accurate way to rapidly assess changes in
both microbes and overall marine health.

Research Abstract
Our research involves extracting and
studying DNA collected from coastal zone
bacteria to determine if these bacteria can
be used as a health indicator of marine
life. Light and electron microscopy is used

Future Plans
To pursue a career in molecular microbial
biology research and education at a major
academic institution.
Supervisor/Mentor
Dr. Anthony Moss
Biological Science
Auburn University
331 Funchess Hall
Auburn, AL 36849
(334) 844-9257
mossant@auburn.edu

Supervisor/Mentor
Dr. Daryush ILA
Physics Department
Center for Irradiation of Materials
P.O. Box 1447
Normal, AL 35762
(256) 372-8703
ILA@AAMURI.AAMU.EDU
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Interferometric Lithography for Nanoscale Patterning of Biological Substrates

Aschalew Kassu

Alabama A&M University
Alabama Center for Nanostructured Materials
Expected Graduation in 2008, Ph.D. Physics
aschalew.kassu@aamu.edu
as a natural biocompatible platform for
attaching biological molecules like proteins
for biosensing related applications. On
the other hand, poly-L-lysine is an aminoacid polymer. Due to its hydrophilicity, it
is commonly used as a coating agent to
promote cell adhesion in culture as well as
Research Abstract
for immobilization of oligonucleotides in
Interferometric Lithography is used to
DNA microarrays. Likewise, polybutadiene
produce micron and nano-scale periodic
is a biologically benign polymer, which
structures like gratings and microarrays
holds promise as a substrate for biosensing
in substrates of biological interest like
applications.
phospholipids as well as polymers like polyL-lysine and polybutadiene. Phospholipids
are one of the major constituents of Future Plans
biological cell membranes and lipidic films, To demonstrate biological sensing in nanothat have found extensive uses as simple scale arrays fabricated on novel biological
models of cell membranes. Phospholipid substrates.
bilayer membrane has also been proposed
Objective
To develop an easy, reproducible and
novel technique for fabrication of nanoscale patterns on biological substrates for
high-density biosensor chips.

Supervisor/Mentor
Dr. Anup Sharma
Physics
Alabama A&M University
4900 Meridian Street
P. O. Box 1268
Normal, AL 35762
(256) 372-8102
Anup.Sharma@aamu.edu
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Developing New Portable Sensor Equipment to Detect Hazards

Changsu Kim

The University of Alabama at Birmingham
Center for Optical Sensors & Spectroscopies
Expected Graduation in 2008, Ph.D. Physics
kim@phy.ua.edu
Objective
To develop a new type of compact, portable,
battery pumped laser for remote sensing
of chemical, biological, or explosive
agents for counter terrorism applications,
environmental spills for disasters such
as Katrina, or for health diagnosis by
analyzing patient breath.

Cr, Cobalt: Co and Iron: Fe) doped ZincSelenium (ZnSe) bulk crystals to permit
the battery pumping process. Transition
metal doped ZnSe Quantum Dots (QDs)
are fabricated by laser ablation for middle
infrared (mid-IR) lasing, a very broad
based laser scale that can be used to
detect a number of constituents.

Research Abstract
We are at the forefront of developing
battery “pumped” technology as the next
generation of sensor innovation. Pumping
a battery for use in lasers means much
more flexibility for using lasers in field
applications. Our laser research involves
the study of transition metals (Cromium:

We are also investigating methods of
Cr2+:ZnSe powder fabrication from ZnSe
and CrSe chemicals and have demonstrated
this material is applicable for mid-IR
lasing in polycrystalline Cr2+ doped ZnSe
powder. Research investigations focus on
methods of fabricating high conductivity
transition metal doped QDs and other
structures for use in electrically pumped
mid-IR laser sources.
Future Plans
Continue research targeting fabrication of
doped QDs and bulk ZnSe high conductivity
structures for electrically pumped mid-IR
laser sources.
Supervisor/Mentor
Dr. Sergey B. Mirov
Physics
The University of Alabama at Birmingham
CH 310 1530 3rd Ave. S.
Birmingham, AL 35294
(205) 934-8088
mirov@uab.edu
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Prenatal Research to Improve Reproductive Health in Humans and Animals

Bethany Harris
Auburn University

Center for Environmental & Cellular Signal Transduction
Expected Graduation in 2008, M.S. Animal Science
creanbd@auburn.edu
Objective
To delineate mechanisms through which
estrogen and/or chemically related
environmental
endocrine
disruptors,
and peptides with potential as estrogen
receptors , affect patterns of development
and function of female reproductive tract
tissues.

altered development of the uterine lining.
In the neonate, both E and relaxin (RLX),
a peptide hormone that can activate the
estrogen receptor (ER) system, affected
patterns of uterine cell proliferation and
expression of genes associated with
uterine development.

Studies will determine the extent to which
disruption of E and RLX signaling in neonates
Research Abstract
Exposure of developing tissues to estrogen affects tissue programming. Research will
(E) or related environmental disruptors provide new insights into environmental
during critical periods of prenatal life can factors affecting reproductive performance
have lasting effects on reproduction in in a mammalian model with significant
domestic and wild animals, as well as in implications for humans.
humans. Studies of adult porcine exposed
to E for two weeks from birth showed Future Plans
To work as a research associate supporting the biomedical and biotechnological
community at UAB.
Supervisor/Mentor
Dr. Frank F. Bartol
Animal Sciences, Anatomy, Physiology
& Pharmacology
Auburn University
240 Upchurch Hall
Auburn, AL 36849-5415
(334) 844-1506
bartoff@auburn.edu
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Developing Estrogen Inhibitor to Prevent Breast Cancer

Danalea Skarra

University of South Alabama
Extended Alabama Structural Biology Consortium
Expected Graduation in 2009, Ph.D. Basic Medical Sciences
dvs501@jaguar1.usouthal.edu
Objective
To characterize pathological roles of a
protein named serine/threonine protein
phosphatase type 5 that plays a key role
in the development of human cancer.

Our investigation into the mechanisms
regulating PP5 revealed that PP5 is
control by estrogen, which contributes to
the development of human breast cancer.
These observations suggest PP5 acts as
a negative regulator of hormone/stressinduced signaling networks. Therefore,
PP5 appears to represent a novel molecular
target for the development of antitumor
drugs. My studies will aid the development
of PP5 specific inhibitors, which hopefully
prove useful for the treatment of human
cancer.

Research Abstract
Cells grow and divide in response to
hormones and other signals. In cancer,
the cells no longer respond appropriately
to these signals, and as a result grow out of
control. Our studies indicate that a protein,
named serine/threonine phosphatase type
5 (PP5 for short) regulates a key pathway,
by dephosphorylating proteins in the Future Plans
signaling networks.
To work as a research scientist in the field
of biotechnology.
Supervisor/Mentor
Dr. Richard E. Honkanen
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
University of South Alabama
307 University Blvd.
Mobile, AL 36688
Phone (251) 460-6859
rhonkanen@jaguar1.usouthal.edu
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Researching Ways Computers Can Solve Genetic Questions

Deepak Venkatesh Kini

University of Alabama at Birmingham

Center for Environmental & Cellular Signal Transduction
Expected Graduation in 2008, M.S. Mechanical Engineering
kini.deepak@gmail.com
from earlier analysis and to construct an
Objective
To research computer programming R script that would include the use of local
capabilities within the area of statistical statistics.
genetics.
In a separate analysis, a new R script was
written to provide plots for gene categories
Research Abstract
The project I worked on was aimed at of interest. In addition, the work performed
analyzing and identifying gene categories identified the gene categories that were
that differ significantly in the four most prevalent in the studies performed.
control groups: young control-fed mice,
old control-fed mice, calorie restricted
mice, and old control-fed mice receiving
dietary supplement. During the course of
the analysis I tested the SAFE vignette
designed for the statistical programming
language R. The purpose of my analysis
was to check and confirm results obtained

During the course of this project I
participated in not only ensuring quality
control of the gene class testing results,
but also worked on the generation of
publication quality plots for the analysis
performed.
Future Plans
To establish myself as a research
professional in the field of computational
fluid dynamics and high performance
computing.
Supervisor/Mentor
Dr. Jelai Wang
University of Alabama at Birmingham
Department of Biostatistics
Ryals Public Health Bldg. 217J
University of Alabama at Birmingham
Birmingham, AL 35294
(205) 975-9111
jwang@ms.soph.uab.edu
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Researching Diet and Environmental Causes of Cardiovascular Disease

Eunice Ndegwa

Tuskegee University

Center for Environmental & Cellular Signal Transduction
Expected Graduation in 2008, M.S. Animal Science
enn0001@auburn.edu
Objective
To develop a comparative genomic model
that will identify both normal and aberrant
cardiovascular function.

My study was designed to identify changes
of genes (that code for proteins in the
heart) that indicate stressed hearts and
also those involved in heart contraction
(calcium handling proteins) in an avian
model of heart disease. Turkeys were
studied, providing them a high fat diet
(stress), as an avian bird model. The model
found that some genes were significantly
increased while others were markedly
decreased in high fat fed cardiomyopathic
birds.

Research Abstract
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) remains a
leading killer in the western world. CVD is a
complex disease where susceptible genetic
pathways interact with environmental
factors to cause stress in the cardiovascular
system. This leads to changes in heart
muscle cell communication to try and
improve the heart pumping abilities. Some Ultimately, these comparative genomic
of these changes however are dangerous studies can provide insight into the
elements of related CVD diet induced
to the long term heart health.
and environment-dependent disorders in
humans.

Future Plans
To obtain a Ph.D. degree and conduct
research on signal transduction pathways
and molecular mechanisms associated
with environmentally mediated or lifestyle
associated disorders and disease. My
ultimate goal is the identification of drug
targets for treatment of such disorders.
Supervisor/Mentor
Dr. Michelle Corley
Agriculture and Environmental Sciences
Tuskegee University
102 Milbank Hall
Tuskegee, AL 36088
(334) 727-8444
corleymm@tuskegee.edu
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Engineering Tool Development for Resilient Stormwater Collection Systems

Humberto Avila Rangel

The University of Alabama
Center for Optical Sensors & Spectroscopies
Expected Graduation in 2008, Ph.D. Civil Engineering
hfavilarangel@bama.ua.edu
Objective
To determine flow characteristics of
conventional catchbasins (e.g., manholes)
for use in creating an engineering model
to properly design stormwater systems
that are more resistant to failure and less
costly for communities to maintain.

available on how the sediment impacts
these systems.
My research is to propose, evaluate,
and
present
recommendations
for
improvements to catchbasin devices that
will minimize sediment scour. A full-scale
physical model is used to collect data on
the speed and direction of sediment as it
moves through the catchbasin and on the
sediment concentration captured. Data will
be used to calibrate and validate a new 3dimentional Computational Fluid Dynamic
model as a valuable tool for engineers who
design stormwater collection systems.

Research Abstract
A major problem with stormwater
catchbasins is the soil or sediment captured
in the basins. Sediment takes up space in
the basins and can lead to flooding. The
evaluation of several standard stormwater
technologies, such as catchbasins, has
been concentrated mostly on how and when
to remove sediment. Little information is Future Plans
My future plans are to work in a consulting
company on projects related to Urban Water
Systems, Water Resources Economics,
and development of new technologies for
water pollution control.
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Researching New Class of Less Flammable Hybrid Materials

Ivy Krystal Jones

Tuskegee University
Alabama Center for Nanostructured Materials

Expected Graduation in 2010, Ph.D. Materials Science &
Engineering
ij0088094@tuskegee.edu

Objective
To investigate the morphology, thermal,
and mechanical properties of polyhedral
oligomeric silsesquioxanes (POSS) epoxy
resin nanocomposites.
Research Abstract
Polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes
(POSS) is an advanced polymeric
material used in many nanocomposite
applications. In the last decade, POSS
generated research interest due to its
organic-inorganic or hybrid material
structure. Hybrids are regarded as a
new class of high performance materials
uniting advantageous characteristics of
both inorganic and organic materials. The

combination of different properties will
ultimately improve overall nanocomposite
properties.
POSS is being examined
in conjunction with other polymeric or
molecular chain systems for reducing
flammability by improving thermal and
oxidation resistance of these materials.
Future Plans
To establish myself as a materials scientist
and to continue to perform both basic and
applied experimental research.
Supervisor/Mentor
Dr. Yuanxin Zhou
Tuskegee Center for Advanced Materials
(TCAM)
Tuskegee University
114B Chappie James Center
Tuskegee, AL 36088
(334) 724-4222
yzhou@tuskegee.edu

Supervisor/Mentor
Dr. Robert Pitt
Dept. Civil, Construction, &
Environmental Engineering
The University of Alabama
260 HM Comer (MIB)
Box 870205
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0205
(205) 348-0205
rpitt@eng.ua.edu
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New Rapid Sampling and Predictive Measurement for Environmental Hazards

Jejal Reddy Bathi

The University of Alabama
Center for Optical Sensors & Spectroscopies

Expected Graduation in 2008, Ph.D. Environmental Engineering
jejalb@gmail.com
alternative method for PAHs analyses was
developed and tested that incorporates
a ‘Thermal Desorption’ technique which
uses elevated temperatures as a means
to transfer analytes from solid sample
matrices to the gaseous analytical system.
Gas analytes are concentrated in a cyrotrap
at the head of a GC for separation and
Research Abstract
Petroleum Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs), detection. The developed technique has
found in oil and gasoline, can cause cancer. acceptable recoveries and repeatability for
They present a major environmental rapid analyses critical when confronting
concern in stormwater runoff. Most PAHs natural disasters, accidental releases,
are generally found attached to suspended or homeland security incidents involving
solids in water. Conventional analytical organic compounds.
methods for these types of organic toxicant
analyses in water samples are time Future Plans
consuming and potentially inaccurate. An To extend our newly developed technique
for the analyses of other identified organic
toxicants and to compare results with
laser based methods being developed
by the Center for Optical Sensors and
Spectrocopies at the University of Alabama
at Birmingham.
Objective
To identify new rapid sampling and real
time predictive measurement methods for
detection and fate prediction of extremely
hazardous organic toxicant releases into
the environment.

Supervisor/Mentor
Dr. Robert Pitt
Civil, Construction and Environmental
Engineering
The University of Alabama
Box 870205
Tuscaloosa, AL 35787
(205) 348-2684
rpitt@eng.ua.edu
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Developing New Portable Sensor Equipment to Detect Hazards

Jonathan E. Williams

University of Alabama at Birmingham
Center for Optical Sensors & Spectroscopies

Expected Graduation in 2009, Ph.D. Physics
jwill18@uab.edu

Objective
To develop a new compact, portable,
battery-pumped middle infrared (midIR) laser for remote sensing of chemical,
biological, or explosive agents, environmental spill, or for health diagnosis.

substrate. This method of film growth
offers good flexibility in the exploration of
several target materials for multilayer film
growth. Our focus is on the optimization
of deposition condition to obtain high
quality crystalline structures of the
deposited ZnSe:Cr2+ films that exhibit
light emission in the mid-infrared region
Research Abstract
We are investigating a new approach under optical excitation.
for the fabrication of Zinc-Selenium and
Chromium (ZnSe:Cr2+) thin films using Future Plans
pulsed laser deposition. We are interested Our ongoing research targets the growth
in ZnSe:Cr2+ because it is promising for of multilayer films structures by pulsed
mid-infrared lasing. In this technique laser deposition with ZnSe:Cr2+ film as
a high-power Excimer laser ablates a the region for mid-infrared emission under
target composed of the appropriate film optical and electrical excitation.
materials which is then deposited on a
Supervisor/Mentor
Dr. Renato P. Camata
Physics
University of Alabama at Birmingham
1530 3rd Ave. South
CH310
Birmingham, AL 35294
(205) 934-4736
camata@uab.edu
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Improving Productivity of Grapevine Crops in the Southeastern U.S.

Ke Jiang

Auburn University
Center for Environmental & Cellular Signal Transduction
Expected Graduation in 2009, Ph.D. Biological Sciences
jiangke@auburn.edu
Objective
To investigate methods for promoting
conservation and future improvement of
cultivated grapevine crops in the Southeast
U.S.

North American grapevines.

In addition, the key genes controlling
grapevine flowering time are being
characterized in multiple grapevine
species. Their roles in controlling flowering,
related signal transduction systems,
Abstract
The evolutionary history of the plant and interactions with the environment
RNA polymerase II subunit B (rpb2) are to be studied. The gene molecular
gene is investigated in native grapevine evolutionary histories and contributions to
species. The gene is used as a genetic grapevine speciation are evaluated using
marker to study grapevine phylogenetics both theoretical models and molecular
and systematics.
Applying advanced biology techniques. My specific research
Geographic Information System (GIS) activities involve novel integration of
technology, online plant species databases GIS technology, classic taxonomy and
are surveyed to investigate the geographic molecular bioinformatics.
distribution and flowering time of native
Future Plans
To finish my Ph.D. at Auburn University
and secure a research position in plant
molecular biology and biodiversity.
Supervisor/Mentor
Dr. Leslie R. Goertzen
Department of Biological Sciences
Auburn University
101 Life Sciences Building
Auburn, AL 36849
(334) 887-1673
goertzen@auburn.edu
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Preventing Antibodies In Wastewater From Entering Our Environment

Larissa C. Parsley
Auburn University

Center for Environmental & Cellular Signal Transduction
Expected Graduation in 2008, M.S. Microbiology
parsllc@auburn.edu
Objective
Tracking and preventing the movement of
antibiotic resistance genes from human
wastewater into the environment.

successfully identifying these resistance
genes and their mechanisms of movement
within the wastewater community, we can
begin to develop strategies for preventing
the cycling of antibiotic resistance
from wastewater back to the human
Abstract
The activated sludge process of wastewater population.
treatment creates favorable conditions
for the movement of antibiotic resistance Future Plans
genes within microbial communities. After
completing
my
Ph.D.
in
These genes can then be introduced into environmental microbiology at Auburn,
the environment and possibly into the I’m open to pursuing careers in industry
human food chain.
Our project aims or government. I would like to continue
to identify antibiotic resistance genes integrating both clinical and environmental
present in these microbial communities microbiology by tracking the spread
and to characterize the transfer of these of antibiotic resistance within various
genes between microbial species.
By environments.
Supervisor/Mentor
Dr. Mark R. Liles
Biological Sciences
Auburn University
101 Life Sciences Bldg.
Auburn, AL 36849
(334) 844-1656
lilesma@auburn.edu
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Marine Animal Model for Decreasing Wound Healing Time

Matt Dodson

Auburn University
Center for Environmental & Cellular Signal Transduction
Expected Graduation in 2008, M.S. Cellular and Molecular Biology
dodsomb@auburn.edu
Objective
To establish a model of wound repair
using a common, easily obtained marine
invertebrate animal, the Ctenophore
Mnemiopsis Leidyi.
Abstract
Delicate marine animals such as the comb
jelly Mnemiopsis Leidyi face mortal danger
from any wound in their epithelial “skin”.
Whether from coarse sediment, bites, or
wave damage, a wound in Mnemiopsis
presents a dire need to stem massive
body fluid leakage and prevent bacterial
Mnemiopsis has evolved an
infection.
extremely rapid, as fast as 30 minutes,
scar-free repair mechanism reminiscent

of mammalian fetal wound repair. This
system could be developed as a model
for understanding scar-free wound repair
at the molecular level using comparative
genomics to possibly reveal similarities
with basic cellular processes associated
with wound healing in mammals, including
man.
Future research could provide
biomedical products indicative of rapid,
scar-free repair that provide aesthetic and
health related benefits.
I use time-lapse light microscopy to
characterize live cell movements and
electron microscopy to reveal interactions
associated with these events.
I also
culture the wound healing cells from these
organisms to make them more accessible
to experimental manipulation.
This
helps easily identify the major molecular
regulatory cascades underlying ultra-rapid,
scar-free healing in this model system.
Future Plans
To pursue a Ph.D. and, ultimately, secure a
position at a major research institution to
conduct work in molecular medicine.
Supervisor/Mentor
Dr. Anthony Moss
Department of Biological Sciences
Auburn University
331 Funchess Hall
Auburn, AL 36849
(334) 844-9257
domossant@auburn.edu
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Developing a Better Understanding of Industrial Nanotube Properties

Merlin Theodore

Tuskegee University
Alabama Center for Nanostructured Materials

Expected Graduation in 2008, Ph.D. Material Science &
Engineering
cememerlin@yahoo.com

Objective
To enhance fundamental understanding
of how surface functionalized multi-walled
carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) affect the
curing process, morphological, mechanical,
thermal, and electrical properties of epoxy
based nanocomposites.
Research Abstract
Since their discovery in early 1990’s
carbon nanotubes have been widely used
by researchers in industries including
automotive,
aerospace,
biomedical,
defense, and electronics for the fabrication
of nanocomposite materials.
These
materials have very high strength and
provide additional benefits such as heat

dissipation and electrical conductivity.
However, they are not easy to disperse in
polymers.
Nanotube surfaces need to be functionalized to interact with polymers for better bonding. Our research is focusing on
three types of functionalization to multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) and on
resin manufacture. Characterization and
analyses on the effects of the functionalized MWCNTs on the curing process, decomposition process, mechanical, thermal,
morphological properties, and electrical
properties of the nanocomposites are investigated.
Future Plans
Ms. Theodore is currently employed
by Universal Technology Corporations
(UTC) located in Dayton, Ohio. She is a
Materials Research Engineer (postdoc) in
the Materials & Manufacturing Directorate
(AFRL/RX), Nonmetallic Materials Division
(AFRL/RXB).
Supervisor/Mentor
Dr. Mahesh Hosur
Center for Advanced Materials
Tuskegee University
104 Chappie James Center
Tuskegee, AL 36088
(334) 724-4220
hosur@tuskegee.edu
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Reconstructing Evolutionary History of Marine Animals

Min Zhong

Auburn University
Center for Environmental & Cellular Signal Transduction
Expected Graduation in 2008, Ph.D. Biology
zhongmi@auburn.edu
Objective
To reconstruct evolutionary history of
marine animals and explore the evolution
of developmental patterns.
Abstract
Sequencing of complete mitochondrial
genomes has become a useful tool for
inferring animal phylogeny.
Although
complete mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)
sequences have been obtained for
hundreds of animal species, only a handful
of complete mtDNA sequences have been
obtained from Annelida, or segmented
worms, which represents one of the
largest animal phyla with over 16,500
described species. My project explores

the utility of mtDNA for understanding
annelid phylogeny. More specifically, I
am focusing on the Terebelliformia worm
species because they are one of the better
circumscribed groups of annelids and
include familiar shallow water groups. By
determining mtDNA data for terebelliform
families, the relationships among these
taxa and utility of mtDNA for annelid
evolution is being explored. To date, we
have discovered a unique gene duplication
previously unreported in animals.
Future Plans
To complete my Ph.D. and obtain a research
position at a university. My future work
will focus on developing new molecular
tools to determine the evolutionary model
of animals.
Supervisor/Mentor
Dr. Ken Halanych
Department of Biological Sciences
Auburn University
101 Life Science Building
Auburn, AL 36849
(334) 844-3222
ken@auburn.edu
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Testing of a Newly Developed Stormwater Treatment Device

Noboru Togawa

University of Alabama
Center for Optical Sensors & Spectroscopies

Expected Graduation in 2008, Ph.D. Civil Engineering
natogawa@bama.ua.edu

Objective
To determine the hydraulic capacity and
the pollutant removal capabilities of a full
size upflow filtration device, the UpFlowTM
Filter, in a field installation.

amounts of debris and floatable materials,
over a wide range of flows. In addition,
traditional downflow filters quickly clog,
reducing their treatment flow rate and
overall treatment capacity.

Research Abstract
Because stormwater contains pollutants
as it travels across land, treatment is
required. Many types of devices have
been manufactured to treat stormwater
runoff, but most of these devices have
been designed to treat only a few common
pollutants and are only effective for
low treatment flow rates. Treatment of
runoff requires a device that can remove
many types of pollutants as well as large

My research focus is on examining removal
capacities of a newly developed filtration
device, in part developed by engineers at
the University of Alabama through a grant
from the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency. The device is called the UpFlowTM
Filter. The UpFlow Filter is designed to treat
stormwater runoff from areas representing
sources of high levels of pollutants. The
Upflow filtration method reduces clogging
and was developed to remove a broad
range of stormwater pollutants.
Future Plans
To contribute to the evaluation and
development of effective stormwater
treatment methods, and conduct research
in the improvement of existing practices.
Supervisor/Mentor
Dr. Robert Pitt
Civil, Construction, & Environmental
Engineering
The University of Alabama
260 HM Comer (MIB)
Box 870205
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487
(205) 348-0205
rpitt@eng.ua.edu
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Developing New Portable Sensor Equipment to Detect Hazards

NoSoung Myoung

University of Alabama at Birmingham
Center for Optical Sensors & Spectroscopies
Expected Graduation in 2009, Ph.D. Physics
nmyoung@uab.edu
Objective
To develop a new type of compact,
portable, battery-pumped middle infrared
(mid-IR) laser that can be used for
remote sensing of chemical, biological, or
explosive agents, environmental spills, or
for health diagnosis.

volume and offers a good flexibility in
optimization of iron concentration.

Our ongoing research targets the
optimization of the deposition and thermal
diffusion conditions, fabrication and
complete characterization of high quality
bulk iron doped gain and passive Q-switch
materials for room temperature midResearch Abstract
We are investigating a new approach IR lasing over a 3-6 μm spectral range
for the fabrication of Fe2+:ZnSe laser and passive Q-switching of mid-IR laser
materials with a preassigned concentration cavities.
of Fe2+ ions by thermal diffusion of
iron from the metal phase deposited by Future Plans
precisely controlled thermal evaporation. To continue with current research focus in
This method potentially enables a uniform the area of laser material development.
distribution of iron ions over the crystal
Supervisor/Mentor
Dr. Sergey Mirov
Physics
University of Alabama at Birmingham
1530 3rd Ave. S, CH421
Birmingham, Alabama, 35294-1170
(205) 934-8088
mirov@uab.edu
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Developing the Next Generation of High Performance Low Cost Materials

Wanda Denise Jones

Tuskegee University
Alabama Center for Nanostructured Materials

Expected Graduation in 2008, Ph.D. Materials Science and
Engineering
wanda.jones@tuskegee.edu

Objective
To develop light weight and high strength
polymer composite materials by using
carbon nanotubes and silica polyhedral
oligomeric silsesquioxanes nanoparticles
as fillers in thermoplastic polymers.

in industries because of their superior
strength to weight ratios and capacity
to bend under heavy loads. Companies
continually strive for high performance
and low cost manufacturing. As a result,
two major promising nanoparticles that
have gained popularity with researchers
are the Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs)
and silica (Polyhedral Oligomerimeric
Silsesquioxanes (POSS).
My focus is
determining how these nanoparticles
affect the manufacturing of lightweight and
high strength nanocomposite materials.
The research will have a major impact on
society.

Research Abstract
High performance polymeric composite
materials are important to developing
global economies and improving comfort
zones of human life. Lightweight and high
strength polymeric composite materials
are often used as “fillers” in manufacturing
and can be found in boats, airplanes,
fuel efficient cars, solar panels, etc. The
composite materials are increasingly used Future Plans
To actively influence African-American
youth to pursue careers in the areas of
Science, Mathematics, Engineering and
Technology. Future plans include becoming
a college professor and owning a private
research consulting firm.
Supervisor/Mentor
Dr. Vijaya K. Rangari
Center for Advanced Materials
Tuskegee University
Room 100
Chappie James Center
Tuskegee, AL 36088
(334) 724-4875
rangariv@tuskegee.edu
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Bacterially Induced Antimicrobial Systems for Defense Mechanisms

Xueyou Hu

Auburn University

Center for Environmental & Cellular Signal Transduction
Expected Graduation in 2008, Ph.D. Biomedical Sciences
huxueyo@auburn.edu
disorders. Mice engineered to express
human α-defensin 5 (HD5) displayed
dramatically enhanced resistance to
Salmonella intestinal infection, diarrhea,
fever, and abdominal cramps in humans.
The enzyme responsible for processing
and activation of intestinal α-defensins
Research Abstract
Antimicrobial peptides, also called host was thought to be different in humans
defense peptides, are evolutionarily and in mice. My experiments resulted in
conserved and are found among all classes our hypothesis that an enzyme other than
of life. Expressed in response to bacterial the mouse enzyme activates α-defensins
insults from the environment, these small in both humans and in mice, and that
peptides can act as potent antibiotics with mouse cryptdin20 is the counterpart of
significant potential as novel therapeutic HD5. Thus, we are developing a mouse
agents.
We showed that α-defensins model for study of the functions of HD5
reduce inflammation associated with many and related host defense mechanisms in
humans.
Objective
To search for new bacterially induced
antimicrobial peptides in vertebrates and
determine their functions related to host
defense mechanisms.

Future Plans
To complete my Ph.D. at Auburn University
and find a Post Doctorial position to
continue my research on antimicrobial
peptides.
Supervisors/Mentors
Dr. Jishu Shi & Dr. Edward E. Morrison
Dept. of Anatomy, Physiology and
Pharmacology
Auburn University
209 Greene Hall
Auburn, AL 36849
(334) 844-0726
shijish@auburn.edu
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Optimizing Drug Targets and Improving Shelf Life of Pharmaceuticals

David Johnson

University of Alabama at Birmingham

Extended Alabama Structural Biology Consortium
Expected Graduation in 2009, M.S. Biomedical Engineering
djh@uab.edu
Objective
To develop software analysis methods and
hardware for high throughput screening of
protein self interaction. To utilize protein
self interaction modeling to find high
solubility and crystallization conditions
for proteins with previously unknown
structure. To form lasting collaborations
in the biomedical community.

In the middle, slightly attractive forces are
required for structure determination by
protein crystallization. The sum of these
protein-protein interactions are quantified
by
the
thermodynamic
parameter,
osmotic second virial coefficient (B22).
B22 is measured using self interaction
chromatography for eighty-one different
solution compositions. The affect on B22
of additives present in each condition is
then modeled by a neural network. The
Research Abstract
How a protein interacts with itself is trained neural network is subsequently
important for determining the protein’s used to predict the second virial coefficient
stability in solution. Strong attraction of buffer compositions not included in the
between protein molecules contributes to initial screen.
precipitation whereas repulsion between
molecules indicate more soluble conditions. Future Plans
To expand current research by exploring
high throughput screening methods,
crystallization optimization for drug
target structure determination, and
improved solubility and shelf life of protein
pharmaceuticals. After graduation I would
like to continue research in this field in an
academic setting.
Supervisor/Mentor
Lawrence DeLucas, Ph.D., O.D.
Center for Biophysical Sciences and
Engineering
University of Alabama at Birmingham
1025 18th Street South
Birmingham, AL 35294
(205) 934-5329
delucas@cbse.uab.edu
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Understanding Acidic Soil Molecular Mechanisms in Soybean Crops

Kimberly Micheal

Alabama A&M University

Center for Environmental & Cellular Signal Transduction
Expected Graduation in 2008, Ph.D. Plant Molecular Biology
Dechassa.Duressa@aamu.edu
One of our goals is to discover these
Objective
sequences
using
DNA
To understand the molecular mechanisms candidate
microarrary technology. A related and
of aluminum tolerance in soybean crops.
interesting phenomenon is Magnesium
(Mg)
amelioration
of
Al
toxicity.
Research Abstract
Understanding
the
molecular
basis
of this
Aluminum (Al) toxicity in acidic soils is
a major soybean production constraint. process is another goal while exploring
Genetic adaptation of germplasm to Al the Al complexing potential of flavenoid
toxicity is an effective and economical type phenolics and phyticacid is a third
Aluminum
strategy to overcome this problem. But, dimension of the project.
up-regulated
genes
will
be
determined
the lack of standard germplasm screening
techniques and the complex nature of Al by statistical test of fluorescence data
tolerance mechanisms have undermined generated by hybridization of mRNA
the breeding effort. Discovering soybean samples to sequences on DNA chip and
DNA sequences underlying the tolerance will be confirmed using real time PCR. The
mechanisms
would
facilitate
the physiological function of up-regulated
development of Al tolerance cultivars. genes will be deduced using stored DNA
and protein data bases. This research will
contribute to our understanding of the
mechanisms of Al tolerance in soybeans
and eventually to the economic welfare
of soybean growers cultivating acid soils
worldwide.

research

and

teaching

Supervisor/Mentor
Dr. Khairy Soliman
Natural Resources & Environmental
Science
Alabama A&M University
4900 Meridian Street
Normal, AL 35762
(256) 372-4194
khairy.soliman@aamu.edu
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Researching Emerging Contaminates and Homeland Security

Dechassa Duressa

Future Plans
To pursue a
career.

GRSP
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University of Alabama
Center for Optical Sensors & Spectroscopies

Expected Graduation in 2008, M.S. Environmental Engineering
Kimberly_micheal@bellsouth.net
Objective
To perform a literature search on emerging
contaminants of concern, including those
related to homeland security issues.
Research Abstract
New water testing methods are being
developed to be more sensitive than older
methods. As a result, new research is
indicating the presence of chemicals and
microorganisms that are not commonly
monitored in the environment. These
are generally referred to as “emerging
contaminants” or ECs. The scientific
community broadly defines ECs as
pollutants that are currently not included
in routine monitoring programs, and

may be candidates for future regulation,
depending on research of their toxicity,
potential health effects, occurrence in
various environmental matrices, and
public perception. Little is known about
potential impacts of ECs on human
health and the environment. ECs can
be synthetic or naturally occurring in
the environment. ECs include a wide
range of chemicals such as human and
veterinary drugs including antibiotics,
natural
and
synthetic
hormones,
detergent metabolites, disinfectants,
plasticizers, insecticides, antioxidants,
and fire retardants.
It is important
to understand the fate of ECs, their
transport in the environment, and effects
on human health. My literature review
provided
information
documenting
the lack of data available on ECs and
identified important compounds of
interest for study.
Future Plans
As a working mother, I plan to complete
my Master’s Degree and to then specialize
in the environmental water quality field.
Supervisor/Mentor
Dr. Robert Pitt
Civil, Construction and Environmental
Engineering
The University of Alabama
Box 870205
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487
(205) 348-2684
rpitt@eng.ua.edu
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Protein Study of Organisms that Thrive in Extreme Environments

Miranda L. Byrne

University of Alabama in Huntsville

Research In Retrospect and Review

Extended Alabama Structural Biology Consortium
Expected Graduation in 2008, Ph.D. Biotechnology Science and
Engineering
byrneml@email.uah.edu
obtained from a deep-sea hydrothermal
vent in the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and was
isolated in our lab.
Specifically, my
research is focused on determining
the structure of proteins involved in
DNA replication from Thermococcus
thioreducens and a stenopsychrophile
Methanococcides burtonii DSM 6242
via X-ray crystallography. A structural
Research Abstract
Our research lab studies proteins from comparison of proteins from organisms
extremophiles,
or
organisms
that that thrive in extreme temperature
thrive in extreme environments such differences may aid in the understanding
as hyperthermophiles (heat loving), of the molecular basis of thermal stability.
psychrophiles (cold loving), acidophiles To date, the structure of a family B
(low pH), and alkaliphiles (high pH). DNA polymerase from Thermococcus
Our primary protein targets come from thioreducens has been solved. In addition,
a hyperthermophilic marine archaeon diffracting crystals for a hyperthermophilic
Thermococcus thioreducens, which was bacterial polymerase A and an RNAsePH
have also been obtained. Cloning and
expression trials from the psychrophilic
genome are underway.

I think everything went really
well. It was a perfect
learning experience...

Objective
To study the three-dimensional structure
of archaeal proteins involved in DNA
replication via X-ray crystallography in
order to gain insight into structure-function
relationships, molecular evolution, and
the molecular basis of thermal stability.

Future Plans
To pursue a research position with a
pharmaceutical company doing structure
based drug design.
I also enjoy the
academic setting and am considering
a faculty position at a university after
completing Post Doctorial research.
Supervisor/Mentor
Dr. Joseph D. Ng
Laboratory for Structural Biology
University of Alabama in Huntsville
301 Sparkman Drive
Huntsville, AL 35899
(256) 824-3715
ngj@email.uah.edu
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-Calvin Culliver,
COSS-UA

From left to right: Dr. Michael Khonsari, Commissioner Tom Davis, Dr. Sandra Harpole, and Dr. Elizabeth French, Alabama EPSCoR Poster Session
Judges, NSF National EPSCoR Conference.

Students Bopay Chhay, Babatunde Ajilore, Emily Lloyd, Calvin Culliver, with
judges Dr. Elizabeth French and Commissioner Tom Davis, Alabama NSF
EPSCoR Poster Session Silver Level awardees, National NSF EPSCoR
Conference.

Jonathan Williams, UAB Graduate Student explains his research to Dr. Henry
Blount, NSF Office Head, Alabama EPSCoR Poster Session, NSF National
EPSCoR Conference.

I learned there is a lot of
great research going on in
the State of Alabama and in
other states as well.
-Randall Wilson,
EASBC-UAH

Students Ronny Hughes, Wanda Jones, Randall Wilson with Commissioner
Tom Davis and Dr. Elizabeth French, Alabama EPSCoR Poster Session Gold
Level awardees, NSF National EPSCoR Conference.
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Campus Coordinators

Contact Us

GRSP Campus Coordinators
John Steadman
University of South Alabama
Mobile, AL 36688-0002
Phone: (251) 460-6261
Email: JSteadman@usouthal.edu
Anup Sharma
Alabama A&M University
Normal, AL 35762
Phone: (256)-372-8102
Email: Anup.Sharma@aamu.edu
Participation in GRSP provides valuable real-world research and technical
experience for students and valuable R&D for sponsors. Campus Coordinators
are available to work with faculty, students and other participants to initiate this
new and exciting collaborative process.

Mahesh Hosur
Tuskegee University
Tuskegee, AL 36088
Phone: (334) 724-4220
Email: hosur@tuskegee.edu
Frank Bartol
Auburn University
Auburn University, AL 36849
Phone: (334) 844-1506
Email: bartoff@auburn.edu
Chris Lawson
University of Alabama at Birmingham
Birmingham, AL 35294-0107
Phone: (205) 975-5059
Email: lawson@uab.edu
John Wiest
The University of Alabama
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487
Phone: (205) 348-1727
Email: jwiest@eng.ua.edu

Leading scientists and engineers at Alabama universities are working with
GRSP Scholars to research and create new technologies. As leaders in their
scientific fields, the GRSP Campus Coordinators, listed herein, can provide a
wealth of knowledge to the students and faculty involved in the program.

Ed Meehan
University of Alabama in Huntsville
Huntsville, AL 35899
Phone: (256) 824-6533
Email: meehane@email.uah.edu

For more information about the GRSP Program,
contact one of the campus coordinators or visit
our website at http://alepscor.ua.edu
Alabama EPSCoR State Office
The University of Alabama
Box 870204
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0204
Phone: 205.348.7079
http://alepscor.ua.edu
Dr. Daryush ILA
Executive Director
ila@aamuri.aamu.edu
Ms. Charlotte Nix
Program Coordinator
cnix@ua.edu
Ms. Jennifer Yarbrough
Program Assistant

Management and Administration
The Alabama EPSCoR program includes
seven (7) Ph.D. granting universities in the
state of Alabama: Alabama A&M University,
Auburn University, Tuskegee University, The
University of Alabama, University of Alabama at
Birmingham, University of Alabama in Huntsville,
and University of South Alabama.
The Alabama EPSCoR Executive Director and
the Campus Coordinator on each of the seven
(7) campuses constitute the Management Team.
Contact the Director’s office at:
Daryush ILA
Executive Director
Alabama EPSCoR
Alabama A&M University Research Institution
P.O. Box 313
Normal, AL 35762-0313
Phone: 256-372-8703
Fax: 256-372-8708
E-mail: ILA@AAMURI.AAMU.EDU

jjyarbrough@ua.edu
Dr. Karen Boykin
Education Outreach
Research Coordinator
kboykin@coe.eng.ua.edu
Photography by Leslie M. Roop
Graphics by Jonathan R. Bonner
Copyright© 2008 AGORA Graphics.
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The University of Alabama
Box 870204
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487
PH: 205-348-7079
FAX: 205-348-3510

